Master’s Degree in Cognitive Science

The program is offered at the world-renowned Center for Mind/Brain Sciences (CiMeC) and is characterized by training and research activities at highly qualified laboratories in the field of experimental psychology, brain-imaging (fMRI, MEG, EEG, TMS, etc.), animal cognition and computational linguistics. This opportunity provides the type of theoretical and technical skills to pursue doctoral studies or to gain a competitive edge in the job market.

 TRACKS
Cognitive Neuroscience (CN)
Language & Multimodal Interaction (LMI)

 DURATION
2 years full-time

 LANGUAGE
English

 PLACES AVAILABLE
Up to 50 (25 places reserved to non-EU students)

APPLICATION DEADLINES
March 5th, 2021: for EU and non-EU students
(If places still available) June 28th, 2021: only for EU students or non-EU living in Italy

OPEN DAY
February 5th, 2021: presentation of the educational offer at CiMeC

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
A three- or four-year Bachelor’s degree from an internationally recognized institution at university level; working knowledge of English; a background knowledge in the area of cognitive sciences: philosophy and linguistics; psychology; psychobiology and cognitive neuroscience; mathematics, computer science and engineering.

SELECTION CRITERIA
Curriculum Vitae et Studiorum, coherence between the Bachelor’s degree and the objectives of the Master’s degree, statement of purpose, references.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCING
Opera Universitaria or UniTrento study grant: partial or total exemption from the fees, grant for living costs, housing at reduced prices.

JOINT STUDY PROGRAMS
UniTrento-SISSA fellowships: joint educational program with SISSA (Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi Avanzati) in Trieste.
Double degree scholarships: students completing the program obtain two degrees legally recognized in each of the countries where they have studied. The program is active with the University of Osnabrück (Germany).
Erasmus Mundus European Master’s Program in Language & Communication Technologies (LCT): Erasmus Mundus scholarships and partial fee waiving offered by the consortium available for both EU and non-EU students for spending each year in a different partner university.

Master’s Degree Coordinator:
Prof. Manuela Piazza

Contacts
mcs@unitn.it
international.unitn.it/mcs